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Seating
Equipment Name

Description

Koala Posture Chair with
Pommel, Headrest and
Foot Plate

The ETS Posture Chair is suitable for a child who needs a chair with
extra support. It has adjustable arm rests, footplate and pommel and is
available in various sizes to accommodate children from 18 months to
10 years. It is height adjustable and includes a curved wedge seat, curved
back rest and head rest bracket. It comes with a removable tray but can
also be used at a kinder table, a cut out table or inclusion table.

Cap Preschool/ Primary
The Cap Posture Chair is suited to children with physical disabilities,
Posture Chair with Foot Plate varying muscle tone, sensory processor or distractibility issues, feeding or
& Headrest and Pommel
swallowing difficulties and children who are short in stature.
The height ranges of both the legs and armrests are manufactured to
ensure maximum adjustability without compromising the stability and
safety of the chair. It is not recommended to modify the structure or
components in any way, as the chair stability will be compromised.
Foot rest, head rest, pommel base chair + optional straps, body point
harness, body point hip belt Thoracic/Laterals, chair with tray ,plastic
castors, rubber castors, sliders.

Cap Corner Chair Small +
Headrest and Pommel

The Corner Chair is most suited to young children with low tone or
without independent sitting balance. A Corner Chair allows children with
physical disabilities to sit for long periods, providing support for their hips
whilst placing their muscles in a long stretch.

Wheelie Stool

The Wheelie Stool was designed specifically to be used by attendants
of children with a disability to allow them to move closer to the child
to assist with an activity. Heavy duty twin wheeled castors ensures
stability whilst allowing a high degree of manoeuvrability. Ergonomically
designed seat for user comfort.

Specifications

SEL ID

Model Koala Posture Chair: Size 1
Height of backrest: 						
Depth of seat: 						

SEA

250mm - 300mm
250mm - 300mm

Model Koala Posture Chair: Size 2
Depth of seat: 							300mm - 350mm
Height of backrest: 						
300mm - 350mm
Model Koala Posture Chair: Size 3
Height of backrest:						350mm - 400mm
Depth of seat:							350mm - 400mm
Pre-School Size
Maximum user weight: 					
up to 150kg
Seat pad depth: 						270mm
Seat pad width: 						300 mm
Back angle: 							95 Degrees
Backrest pad width: 						280mm
Backrest pad height: 						150 mm
Backrest height (top of seat to top of Backrest): 		
230mm
Seat height (top of seat to floor level): 			
200mm (min) to 300mm (max)
Height of armrest (from top of the seat to top of armrest): 20mm (min) to 110mm (max)
Width between the armrests: 					
230mm (min) to 340mm (max)

SEA

Size: 								Small
Model: 							SN16A
Backrest height (top of seat to top of backrest): 		
300mm
Bottom: 							220mm
Top: 								260mm
Seat depth range (Backrest to Pommel): 			
120mm (min) to 220mm (max)

SEA

Size:								Small
Model:								SN16B
Width:								505 mm
Depth:								415mm
Height:								420 mm
Swivels:							360 degree
Minimum height:						410mm
Maximum height: 						495mm

SEA

Equipment Name

Description

Rifton Activity Chair Small
Hi/Lo

Rifton’s clinical positioning chair – an adaptive chair providing
customised active seating for the child.

Jenx Corner Seat

The Jenx Corner Seat is available in three sizes. Each size offers some
adjustment to give the right level of support for each child. The upper
back support can be raised to give support to a taller child and the
pommel can be moved to accommodate a larger child. The chest and lap
straps can also be adjusted to suit a wide range of needs. The upper back
pad can be removed altogether to give just hip support for a child with
trunk control.

HowdaHUG Chair

Suitable for children with diagnosed and undiagnosed issues including:
ADHD, Asperger’s Syndrome, Autism Spectrum Disorders, Sensory
Processing Disorders, Down syndrome, Reactive Attachment Disorder, low
tone, specific learning disabilities, and Cerebral Palsy.

Specifications

SEL ID

Lo base chair dimensions (inches)		
Small (R830)			
Medium (R850)
Frame width:					25				27½
Seat height above floor:			
10 - 25 			12 - 23
Seat angle for tilt-in-space (degrees):
15° forward, 25° back
15° forward, 25° back
Backrest angle (degrees):
		5° forward, 20° back
5° forward, 20° back
Seat height above footboard: 		9 - 12 (with “mini kit“: 6 - 9) 12 - 16½ (with
										footboard: 8 - 12½)
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Seat width with/without hip guides:
7 - 9 / 12
		8½ - 11½ / 14
Seat depth:				
8 - 12 (“mini kit“: 7 - 11)
11 - 16
Armrest height above seat:		
5 - 7½ 			7 - 10½
Trunk support width:			
5½ - 11½
		6½ - 12
Backrest height:			
12½ - 15½		
15½ - 19
Headrest height above seat: 		14½ - 21
		17½ - 24½

Corner Seat Size: 			
Seat 1		
Seat 2		
Seat 3
Age range (approx.):			
6 months - 2 years
1 - 6 years		
4 - 10 years
Max user weight:			25kg			35kg			50kg
Back pad height (Seat to top):
315 - 425mm		
440 - 620mm		
500 - 680mm
Seat depth:				350mm		370mm		465mm
Base size (footprint):			
490 - 500mm		
520 - 540mm		
600 - 630mm
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Equipment Name

Description

Floor Sitter with Wedge

Originally developed for feeding, the Deluxe Floor Sitter is a feeder seat
positioner and floor sitter wedge that can be used for any short-term
activity. The wedge can be used to position the Feeder Seat Positioner in
an upright or a reclined position suitable for the child’s activity.
A Velcro® brand hook and loop system holds the seat securely, allowing
instant adjustability. See sizing chart to determine size needed.
Easy to get the child in and out of, the Tumble Forms Feeder Seat
Positioner allows good basic positioning without complicated
adjustments.

CAP Tilt Stool

Children who experience weak trunk and upper limb muscles, low tone
in their trunk and/or upper limbs can use the Forward Tilt Stool to
build stability, build trunk, head and neck control and build upper limb
strength. For children who have the ability to support themselves by
placing their feet on the ground, the Forward Tilt Stool can be used to
build trunk control and stability. The angle of the stool allows a gravity
assisted strong anchor point for the feet.

FIREFLY Splashy

Splashy is a portable bath seat for children with disabilities. It makes their
bath-time a ton of fun and a lot easier for grown-ups.
It’s a portable, lightweight and supportive seat that works for bathing
or messy games wherever you go. You can even take it outside for messy
games, or on your next road trip to granny’s house.
Little bath buddies get more space to play together now. Splashy is really
compact and sits nice and low in the bath, so it uses less space and less
water. Now that you can lift and store Splashy easily, there’s no bulky
equipment permanently hogging the tub anymore. You’ve got your bath
back! Splashy’s 5-point configurable harness keeps kids secure, but can
also be switched to 3-point when needed. Splashy sits low to the base of
the bath so the child can sit in the water. The foam bumpers can be used
as a pommel or a support for the head, sides, or bottom as an anti-slide
shelf.

FIREFLY Scooot

Scooot’s 3-in-1 design means 3-times the fun and 3-times as many
chances to fulfil potential.
And because it’s more affordable than other mobility devices, your
investment goes a lot further.
It’s hard to watch your child sit-out the fun stuff if they have mobility
problems, but it is tough being on their arms and legs all day too. Scooot
gives you both a little freedom.
A chance to develop
Scooot provides an early experience of independence for lots of children
with mobility challenges. It frees them to explore their home, play with
pals, chase big brothers and race little sisters without any help.
Our expert clinicians, designers and engineers worked hard to create
a device that will help kids discover new skills as well as new pals. The
potential for physical and cognitive development was a key factor in
every element of the design.

Specifications
Dimensions		
Target weight:
Target height:
Target age:
Inside seat depth:
Inside seat width:
Seat back height:
Overall seat depth:
Overall seat width:
Overall seat height:

SEL ID
Size 1		
9-18kg
75-100cm
1-3 years
17.5cm
20cm
52.5cm
30cm
30cm
62.5cm

Size 2		
13-27kg
87-120cm
3-6 years
23.75cm
25cm
65cm
35cm
35cm
72.5cm

		Small 		Medium
Seat size:
320W x 240D
370W x 350D
Height range: 170 - 240mm
220 - 350mm

Dimensions		
Seat back rest height:
Seat back rest width:
Seat base depth:
Seat base width:
Floor sitter width:
Floor sitter height:
Maximum weight:
Age range:
		

610mm (24 inches)		
385mm (15 inches
300mm (12 inches)
350mm (14inches)
420mm (16.5 inches)
630mm (24 inches)
30kg (66lbs)
1-8 years

Size 3		
18-36kg
100-140cm
6-9 years
28.75cm
30cm
72.5cm
40cm
40cm
85cm

Size 4		
23-50kg
125-162cm
9-14 years
33.75cm
35cm
87.5cm
47.5cm
45cm
100cm

Size 5
41-90kg
135-185cm
13-Adult
40cm
40cm
97.5cm
52.5cm
50cm
110cm

Large 		Extra Large
370W x 350D
400W x 400D
300 - 450mm
350 - 550mm
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SEA

SEA

		

		

Approx. age
Maximum user weight
Seat base width (rooms for hips)
Seat base length (from back to front of seat)
Length from hip to end of footplate when seated

2-6 years
22kg/48.5lbs
260mm/10″
400mm/15.5″
N/A

Backrest width
Backrest height
Wheel arch width (for fitting through doorways!)

230mm/9″
160mm/6″
N/A

2-6 years
22kg/48.5lbs
260mm/10″
400mm/15.5″
When footplate is not
extended 520mm/20.5″
When footplate is fully
extended 630mm/24.5″
230mm/9″
160mm/6″
400mm/15.5″
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Equipment Name
FIREFLY GoTo Seat

Description
Families worldwide use their GoTo seats on shopping carts, swings and
granny’s dining chairs. A GoTo makes your daily tasks easier and keeps
your little one involved.
And now this popular support seat has dozens of upgrades as requested
by parents and therapists.
The GoTo seat now caters for more sizes and adjusts to suit your child.
The laterals move high, low, wide or narrow to give a reassuring ‘hug’,
while the head support slides up and down to the ideal height. It keeps
kids happy, safe and comfy.

LECKEY-PAL Classroom Chair

PAL is an attractive, robust and easy to use classroom and nursery
seating system for kids with mild to moderate postural needs
It is designed to give improved stability, which helps reduce fatigue and
allows the child longer periods of concentration and fine motor activity
Matching tables available

LECKEY Squiggles Seating
System

Squiggles Seating System is designed for children requiring postural
support.
Adjustable seating system with tilt in space mechanism.
Designed to suit children from 1 to 5 years and allows for growth.
Can be ordered with a choice of base including wheelchair base, stroller
base or high low indoor base.
Seating accessories include thoracic supports, sandals, tray, harness plus
others.

LECKEY – MYGO SEATING
System

Multifunctional seating system designed for children and adolescents
requiring moderate postural support. Available in two sizes: For children
aged 3-10 years and children aged 8-14 years.
Includes leg guides, four-point pelvic positioning harness and adjustable
sacral support.
Available with unique Leckey pelvic cradle for improved postural control
Seat width and depth are continuously adjustable allowing for a large
degree of growth.
Range of additional postural supports available. Seating system fits many
transporting systems

J LECKEY – Squiggles Early
Sitting System

The Squiggles Early Sitting System is designed to encourage children up
to 2 years to develop sitting balance
The dynamic trunk support of this lightweight, portable seat allows upper
body movement
Can be set up for dynamic sitting, prone sitting and long sitting and can
even be strapped to a normal dining table chair

Specifications
GoTo Seat Seat base
Seat base
Lateral
to top of
to top of
Support
headrest Max headrest Min width Max
Size 1
Size 2

Lateral
Seat
Max
Age
Support
Depth
Weight Range
width Min (mm/inches) (kgs/lbs) (approx)

(mm/inches)

(mm/inches)

(mm/inches)

(mm/inches)

540/21
680/27

380/14
510/20

260/10
300/12

190/7.5
210/8

175/7
244/9.5

SEL ID
SEA

15/33* 1-3 yrs
30/66** 3-8 yrs

PAL Classroom Seat, Size 1, Ages 1 - 3 years PED478800
PAL Classroom Seat, Size 2, Ages 2 - 5 years PED478802
PAL Classroom Seat, Size 3, Ages 4 - 8 years PED478804
PAL Classroom Seat, Size 4, Ages 7 - 12 years PED478806
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Leckey Squiggles Seating System, Ages 1-5 years PED479369

SEA

Leckey Mygo Seating System - Size 1, Ages 3-10 years PED479339
Leckey Mygo Seating System - Size 2, Ages 8-14 years PED479338

SEA

Hip Width: 150 - 200 mm

SEA

Equipment Name

Description

LECKEY Easy Seat

Sturdy height-adjustable chair provides postural support for children with
positioning needs
Ideal for the school or home environment
Seat width and depth adjustment allows for growth in the chair
Can be converted to a potty trainer
Large range of accessories available

FIREFLY Upsee Kit

It is a revelation for many children with neuromuscular disorders.
Some have been able to stand and hug their little brother or sister for the
first time. Some have waved at neighbours on their first ever walk along
their own street. And some crossed the playground hand-in-hand with
their best friend for the very first time.
They are just little steps – but they mean the world to someone

The Gravity Chair

The Gravity Chair is more than just a seat.
The Gravity Chair is a very supportive foam positioning system to augment postural
control for a wide range of individuals. It follows the principle ‘Tension and Relaxation’
The manufacturer has made some great improvements from the existing cotton covers.
A better outcome has been achieved for use in hot climates and for those users who
sweat profusely. The wipe-clean material is a huge advancement in functionality for
incontinent users or those who like to eat in their favourite chair. Medifab has received
feedback from families who were disappointed that the current Gravity is only available
in bright Blue. The introduction of the neutral light colour will fit in easily with home
décor and the option of 3 colours to Jazz up to suit gives increased flexibility.
There are two options to choose from.
The Classic: While the current cotton covers did not offer enough breathability, the new
improved “wipe down” material creates a longer lasting product. The wipe down areas
are a “comfort touch” PU coated fabric for maximum enjoyment. Air breathable on user
contact surfaces and rear back panel. Wipe down in all other areas.
The Wipe Down: Improved with the “comfort touch” PU coated fabric and greatly
reduced price. Fully wipe down, including internal contact surfaces where client is
seated.
Which model is right for me?
The Classic Gravity
Air-breathable material on internal contact surfaces. Liner can be removed and washed.
A wipe-down material over the majority of the chair for easy cleaning
The Wipe-Down Gravity
A great option for those with continence/reflux issues
For any messy eaters
Easy wipe-down cleaning
What colours are available?
Choose from three different colours for the inner material on either version of the
Gravity chair. The chair itself is a light neutral colour.

Specifications

SEL ID

Leckey Easy Seat - Size 1, Ages 1-3 years PED478840
Leckey Easy Seat - Size 2, Ages 2-5 years PED478842
Leckey Easy Seat - Size 3, Ages 3-8 years PED478844
Leckey Easy Seat - Size 4, Ages 5-10 years PED478846

SEA

Size

X Small
1-2 years

Shoulder to hip
28-32 cm
Chest Circumference
50-57 cm
Lower Hip Circumference 50-57 cm
Maximum User Weight 15kgg

Small
2-4 years

Medium
4-6 years

Large
6-8 years

31-36 cm
52-60 cm
52-60 cm
15kg

35-39 cm
57-65 cm
58-67 cm
20kg

38-42 cm
63-71 cm
64-73 cm
25kg

Adult Belt (One Size) to fit hip 24″ – 42″ (60cm–107cm)
Shoe size chart
UK
USA
Europe
Infant Sandal
3–7
3.5 – 7.5
19 – 24
Standard Child Sandal
5 – 13
5.5 – 13
22 – 32
Adult
3 – 11
4 – 12
36 – 46
DIMENSIONS
Size
Code
User Height
Seat Depth
Seat Width at Back
Seat Width at Front
Back Height
Total Width of Chair
Total Height of Chair
Total Depth of Chair
Weight Limit

Small
#3781
90-110 cm
26 cm
20 cm
27 cm
60 cm
46 cm
55 cm
60 cm
50kg

Mobile Base Dimensions
Size
Width
Length
Small
50 cm
52 cm
Medium 52 cm
61 cm
Large
61 cm
74 cm
XLarge
64 cm
80 cm

Medium
#3782
110-130 cm
32 cm
23 cm
30.5 cm
69 cm
49 cm
61 cm
71 cm
70kg

SEA

JP/CN
11.5 – 15
13.5 – 20
23 – 29.5

Large
#3783
130-150 cm
40 cm
27 cm
37 cm
74 cm
57 cm
66 cm
82.5 cm
100kg

X-Large
#3784
150-170 cm
45 cm
30 cm
40 cm
80 cm
60 cm
71 cm
91 cm
130kg

SEA

Equipment Name

Description

CAP-Tilt in Space Chair

The CAP Tilt In Space (TIS) chair has been designed in conjunction with
therapists and carers to create an aesthetically pleasing, yet functional
supportive seat for home, school and therapy use.
Our TIS chair combines the simplicity of manual growth adjustments
and manual tilt functions, with the versatility of adjustable optional
accessories to enable the chair to grow and adapt with your child. The
large TIS chair suits children who need a supportive seat to enable
active learning, feeding or respite from their normal daily seating. TIS
encourages rest-sit-stand positioning, whilst retaining midline support
which may not be possible in a wheelchair or standard postural chair.
Our chair is made with a heavy-duty plastic core and high-quality timber
sides and base. The chair can be completely disassembled for cleaning
if required. The TIS chair has been tested and complies with Australian
Standard AS/NZ 4688.2-200 for a user weight up to 100kg.

Tables
Equipment Name

Description

CAP Cutout Table

Suitable for children with physical disabilities, degenerative conditions,
Sensory Processing Disorders, Autism Spectrum Disorders, challenging
behaviours or distractibility. Because the table is height adjustable, a
child can be sitting in an upright or ready sitting posture with their feet
flat on the floor plus achieve front and side support from the table. This
assists the child to feel more supported and provide extra prompts to sit
upright as they start to fatigue and lean to one side. The rails prevent
items like pencils, books and plates from being pushed over the edge
and provide additional support for the child who struggles to stabilise
themselves.

CAP Inclusion Table

The Inclusion Table allows children to participate in group activities
and mealtimes. The table is height adjustable and can be adjusted to
facilitate a child or children to be sitting in an upright or ready sitting
posture with their feet flat on the floor. The cut out provides front and
side support from the table. This assists a child to feel more supported
and provide extra prompts to sit upright and maintain focus as they start
to fatigue or become distracted. The cut out allows the child to be close
to the table so their arms and elbows can be supported.

Jenx Nursery Table

This sturdy table, with a large, plastic play/activity surface can be used
flat, angled or as an easel. The frame is adjustable for height and can be
used with seats such as the Corner Seat. A short strap on each side of the
table attaches the two items together and prevents the table from being
pushed off or tipped over. The plastic surface is easy to wipe clean and is
cut out to one side to allow the child to get close to their activities. The
bright contrasting table edging assists children in identifying the edges
of the table plus it prevents items from being easily knocked off the
table and is a great place for toys to be secured to. In addition the space
beneath the edging allows for dirt to be brushed through for cleaning.

Specifications

SEL ID

Footplate Height
(Seat to Footplate)

260mm to 180mm

260mm to 180mm

310mm to 180mm

Thoracic Width
(optional)

200mm to 250mm

230mm to 280mm

230mm to 320mm

Headrest Height
(Top of backrest to
top of headrest)
Armrest Height
(Above seat)

SEA

70mm to 230mm
70mm to 230mm
70mm to 250mm
Optional neck pad may be required for higher height
60mm to 130mm

60mm to 130mm

60mm to 160mm

Specifications

SEL ID

Maximum user weight:			
Up to 100 kg
Table top:					650mm x 650mm
Cut out dimensions:				
375mm wide x 175 mm deep
Height range (top of table to the floor):
365mm x 565mm
Height Increments – pin adjustable:
50mm
Total weight of table:			
13kg
Width:						650mm
Depth:						650mm
Height (min):					365mm

SEA

CAP Inclusion Table is a height-adjustable semi-circle table with a steel frame. The height of the
table is adjusted by increasing/decreasing the length of the pin adjustable legs.

SEA

The table comes with one cut out. The number of cut outs and dimensions of each cut out can
be modified to suit your needs. For added peace of mind, all our tables have been tested to AS/
NZS 4610.3: 1999 up to 75kg.
Optional components for the table include lockable plastic or rubber wheeled castors.

The Nursery Table is available in three sizes to suit children from 9 months to 6 years old. It’s
a sturdy table with a large, clear surface area that is big enough for a child to participate in
activities with ease.
			Size 0 			
Table height: 		
190 - 280mm 		

Size 1 			
245 - 345mm 		

Size 2
245 - 400mm

SEA

Toileting
Equipment Name

Description

Alrick 3004 Change Table –
Electric - Hi Lo

This mobile change table has electric hi-low function for ease of
educators. The vinyl padded top is easy to clean and the base has been
designed for easy hoist access with fold down side rails

Throne Children’s Step

Assists children to access the toilet with more independence, when used
in conjunction with the Throne Toilet Rail. The Step is attached to the
side brackets of the Rail, and can fold up against the front of the pan
when not in use. The Step is height adjustable and will fit all Throne
Children’s Toilet Support Rails.

Flamingo Toilet Chair

The Flamingo TM by R82 is an all-purpose mobile bathroom shower/
toileting chair available in 4 sizes. The chair can be rolled into a shower or
pushed over a toilet, the seat can be removed and secured to a bathtub
using suction cups, or can be fitted to most toilet bowls.

CAP Lite Toilet Step

Toilet Steps allow your child to access their environment and therefore
participate in self-care tasks. Our Toilet Step was designed for home use
and anywhere where cubical space is tight.
You can choose between Fixed Height, Fixed Height with Castors,
Adjustable Height and Adjustable Height with Castors. We also make
Two Step Toilet Steps for children with short stature.
Toilet Steps can be custom made to your requirements, including bigger
steps, different heights and other cut-out sizes. We can also make longer
handrails and add toilet roll holders if required.

Specifications

SEL ID

125mm braking castors
Designed for hoist access
Handset operated
90kg capacity
Vinyl upholstered top: 			
700 x 1400mm
Electric hi-lo:					620 - 980mm

TLT

Handle height: 				190mm
Between handles:				400mm
Height above seat:				190mm
Child back plate internal measurements:
290mm

TLT

Chair sizes			
Size 1		
Size 2		
Size 3		
Size 4
Target user age:		
2 - 5 years
5 - 9 years
9 - 12 years 12 years to Adult
Back height:			35cm		39.4cm
42.5cm
46.25cm
Seat width:			25cm		29.2cm
31.8cm
33cm
Overall height:			 83.75cm
87.5cm
91.25cm
94cm
Frame width:			43.2cm
45.7cm
48.9cm
53.3cm
Frame length:			66cm		66cm		66cm		66cm
Seat depth:			26.7cm
31.75cm
35.6cm
41.25cm
Seat to floor height (cm):
49.5 - 59.7
49.5 - 59.7
49.5 - 59.7
49.5 - 59.7
Weight of unit:		11kg		13kg		14kg		15kg
Maximum user weight:
35kg		
50kg		
60kg		
70kg
Lower leg length (cm):		
17.5 – 25
24.8 – 34.3 29.8 – 59.7 58.5 – 41.3
Folded seat (H x L x W in cm): 22.9 x 35.8 x 30.5
25.4 x 39.4 x 31.8
26.7 x 43.2 x 38.1
				
26.7 x 47 x 39.4
Folded frame (H x L x W)
20.3 x 73.7 x 43.2
20.3 x 73.7 x 45.7
20.3 x 73.7 x 48.9
				
20.3 x 73.7 x 53.3

TLT

Fixed Height Step Dimensions (with or without castors):
TLT
Standard step size is 500mm wide x 600mm deep
The fixed height step is 125mm high
Rail height is 500mm to 800mm from top of platform
Distance between rails is 410mm
The toilet cut out measures 310mm wide x 140mm deep and fits most standard pedestals. Other
cut-outs can be custom made to suit your needs
Adjustable Height Step Dimensions (with or without castors):
Standard step size is 500mm wide x 600mm deep
The minimum height is 105mm with 45mm of height adjustment (other minimum heights can
be achieved if required)
Rail height is 500mm to 800mm from top of platform
Distance between rails is 410mm
The toilet cut out measures 310mm wide x 140mm deep and fits most standard pedestals. Other
cut-outs can be custom made to suit your needs

Equipment Name

Description

CAP Change Table

Adjustable change table to minimise stooping or stretching. Fixed shelf,
removable vinyl pad (for easy cleaning) and relocatable bumpers.

Cap Access Steps

Steps allow children to access their environment or participate in self
care tasks.

Specifications

SEL ID

The timber components are finished in a durable Polyurethane clear coating. The upholstery is
easy-to-clean, durable, high-quality vinyl in a range of standard colours.

TLT

Standard table height range: 			
Padded vinyl mat: 				

Various sizes

700 x 950mm (add 80mm with castors)
550 x 1190mm

TLT

Standing
Equipment Name

Description

Jenx Multistander

A fully adjustable and versatile 3 in 1 standing frame offering Upright,
Prone and supine positioning for infants and children up to 13 years.

Rifton Multistander

The Rifton Dynamic Stander provides independence and standing
mobility for wheelchair-bound children. The mobile stander helps
strengthen critical motor skills so a child can progress toward
independent standing. Remove its large wheels, and the Rifton mobile
prone stander easily rolls right up to a table or a counter enabling
participation in crafts and other stationary activities.

Jenx-Monkey Prone Standing Specifically designed for younger children, the Monkey by Jenx is a gentle
System
introduction to standing. Offering smooth and easy angle adjustment,
even with the child in the product, the Monkey can go from upright
at 90 degrees all the way down to 20 degrees prone. This wide angle
range gradually builds tolerance to standing. Thoracic and pelvic support
along with flexible leg positioning. Straps fasten in the centre and adjust
independently from either side, enabling a mid-line position to be
achieved and maintained. Buckles and Velcro mean that, once adjusted
correctly, the straps can be fixed making it difficult to tamper with
Fastened in the centre and then adjusted from either side, which keep a
child’s hips in mid line. Available with bowl and tray.

Specifications
Age Range (approx.) Size 1: 			
Age Range (approx.) Size 2: 			
Max user weight Size 1: 			
Max user weight Size 2: 			

SEL ID
9 months-6 years
3 years – 13 years
35kg
60kg

Stander
Mini (K110) Small (K130) Medium (K150)
Large (K170)
Height		
25 – 32
30 – 40
37 – 52		
48 – 65
Important: User’s weight must not exceed the maximum working load.

STA

STA

Item Dimensions (Inches) Mini (K110) Small (K130) Medium (K150)
Large (K170)
Overall length and width
25 x 25½
25 x 25½
32 x 29		
39 x 33½
Overall height			
22½ – 28
23½ – 30
30 – 39		
37½ – 49
Width without big wheels
21		21		25			28½
Wheel diameter		20		20		27			35
Length of body support
14½		20½		25			32
Width of body support
7 – 10		
7 – 10		
9 – 12			
10 – 14
Height of body support
16½ – 22
22 – 29
29 – 38		
36 – 48
Seat Pad			
6 x 7		
6 x 7		
6 x 7			
8 x 11
Item weight (lbs)		28		30		40			65
Maximum working load (lbs) 50		50		120			175
Angle Range degrees:								20˚-90˚
Age Range (approx.) MThs/yrs:						9mths-4yrs
Base Size mm/inch: 								575-880 / 22½-34½
Chest Height (footplate to top of chest pad) (min/max) mm/inch: 		
510-750 / 20 - 29½
Chest Pad Width mm/inch: 							
150-235 / 6 - 9¼
Hip Pad Width mm/inch: 							
150-235 / 6 - 9¼
Max User Weight kg/lbs:							25 / 55
Tray Depth mm/inch: 								360 / 14
Tray Width mm/inch: 								530 / 21
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Equipment Name

Description

LECKEY – MYGO Stander

The Mygo Stander provides a 3-in-1 prone, supine and upright standing
positions
Comes with height adjustable chest pad that is ergonomically designed
to imitate the shape of the rib cage
Includes hip support, chest support, 4 castors with brakes and height
adjustable footplates and knee supports

LECKEY Squiggles Standing
System

Squiggles Standing System supports the child in a comfortable, secure,
upright, prone or supine standing posture.
Chassis can clip on and off in seconds for folding and storage.
Adjustable to accommodate children with differing needs.
Accessories available include tray, knee blocks, supports, headrests which
all attach without tools.

Swings
JennSwing

JennSwing Adaptive swings provide a safe swing for children with
additional needs to play. With its partially-reclined, body embracing
design and easy adjustable 5 point safety harness, the adaptive
JennSwing offers children a safe, comfortable and fun ride while
swinging. The Adaptive JennSwing semi-reclined design offers upper and
lower body support with added leg rest providing better support. The arm
rests provides lateral support.

Buggys
DoBuggy Stroller

The DoBuggy stroller is designed for additional needs children of up to
50kg. Lightweight stroller, making it easy to both fold and transport,
Note: Comes with foot plate, but does not include sunshade and
shopping basket as shown in the image

Specifications

SEL ID

Chest Width:
PED479335 = 160 - 280 mm
PED479336 = 200 - 320 mm
Hip Width:
PED479335 = 220 - 330 mm
PED479336 = 280 - 390 mm
Height of User Range:
PED479335 = 1080 - 1450 mm
PED479336 = 1350 - 1750 mm

STA

Dimensions
User Standing Height: 750 - 1100 mm
Chest Pad Height:
550 - 820 mm

STA

The swing is made out of durable, rotational moulded polyethylene and will accommodate
children weighing up to 56.7kg.
The seat is 14” wide x 11” deep.
The seat back is 24” high and knee to foot length is 14” long.
It is 45” overall and has a 3/16” thickness.
There is a fully adjustable safety harness that securely locks the child into place.
Supplied with 7ft chain length.
Attaches to swing sets quickly and easily with S-hooks.

SWG

Seat Width:				39cm
Seat Depth:				27cm
Backrest Height:			56cm
Seat to Footrest Height Adjust:
26 - 36cm
Total Weight:				8kg
Weight Capacity:			50kg
Overall Dimensions:			
27 x 39 x 112cms
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Accessories
Equipment Name

Description

Move n Sit Wedge

The Movin’ Sit Seating Wedge is an inflatable wedge-shaped cushion
that can also be used upright in any chair as a back support or on the
floor. It works by encouraging the spines natural S-curve, which is often
flattened out when seated on normal chairs, or with habitual poor
posture. The Movin’ Sit tips the pelvis slightly, helping the spine maintain
its correct curve, and because the wedge is slightly inflated, it is therefore
unstable, giving almost any chair many of the benefits of active or
dynamic sitting.
They are particularly popular for more hyperactive children and young
people during activities or tasks where they are expected to stay sitting
for a extended periods of time. They improve posture and allow a certain
amount of wiggling around without having to get off the chair.

Switch Adapted Toy – BIGmack

Also known as a move and sit wedge, inflatable wedge and move n sit
cushion.
An adapted toy is often the first opportunity a child with a disability is
given to independently control something. Through the use of switch
toys, children with a disability can learn cause/effect relationships.
Motor development, cognitive development, language and social
interaction skills can also be promoted. Over the longer term these skills
may be applied to much more sophisticated devices - educational,
recreational, communication and environment control equipment that
can greatly enhance a person’s quality of life

Specifications

SEL ID

Dimensions: 26 x 26cm
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Inclusion Support QLD

1800 811 039 (Tollfree)
inclusionsupportqld@ku.com.au
inclusionsupportqld.org.au
www.inclusionsupportqld.org.au/specialist-equipment-library

The Inclusion Support Programme is funded by the Australian
Government Department of Education and Training

